
 Comprehension Challenge 
(to support FRIDAY 050620 teacher-led powerpoint for ‘The Heron’ poem) 

 

 

Answer these comprehension questions about the ‘Heron’ poem you’ve studied, above. 

If you feel like you can do more, write questions of your own to challenge your adult. Then take the 

time to learn and perform the ’Bluebell’ poem to someone who will love to hear it: 

 

QUESTIONS 

1. Before you start to read and answer questions about the poem, look at the illustration, 
above. What do you think the heron is like, personality-wise?  
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ‘Huge-hinged heron’ starts line two. What does the word hinged tell us about the heron’s 
limbs? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Lines three and four compare the heron to various metals – iron and steel. Why do you think 
that is?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What does ‘Rock still…Stone still’ tell us about how the heron hunts? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Line seven ends with ……… these dots are called ellipses. Can you remember why we use 
them? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What does the word unstatues mean on line eight? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

7. The word creaks is used to describe heron moving. Do you think it actually creaks and if so 
what does that mean? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Find more words that describe the heron in lines nine and ten then talk about them. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

9. The beginning of line 14 describes the heron as an ‘aviator, heavy freighter’. What do these 
words bring to mind?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

10. Finally at  the end of the poem the heron flies off to ‘roost’. What does that mean and where 
would it go to do that? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWERS (to support parents/carers) 

1. The heron’s personality is somewhat fierce, calculating, cold but answers will vary depending     
        on children’s knowledge of herons.                                                                                                      

2.   ‘huge-hinged heron’ describes the heron’s height and its long, jointed legs 

3. Comparing the bird to iron and steel relates to the colour of the heron and its strength. 
4. ‘rock still, stone still’  - it stands still for long periods of time in order to fool its prey into 

thinking it is safe. 
5. ‘ellipses’ builds up the suspense/slows down the pace of the line. 
6. ‘unstatues’ - the heron has moved from being still, probably ready to hunt 
7. ‘creaks’ - again relates to heron having been still for ages and taking a while to be more 

mobile. It implies slow movements, like an older person. 
8. Lines 9 and 10 words to describe the heron-(clanks/clicks/rusty squeaks) – compares the 

heron almost to a creaky robot). 
9. ‘aviator, heavy freighter’ means comparing the bird to a plane. 
10. ‘Roost’ means to sleep/to rest/in its nest. 


